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OBITUARIES

Professor Charles Gorrie Wynne, who
was born in Leicester on 18 May 1911,
was one of the principal figures in the

small and select international community of
optical designers involved with the design of
astronomical instruments.

In the astronomical field, Charles Wynne is
known for his major contributions to the
design of field correctors for astronomical
telescopes and for the optical systems
involved in astronomical spectroscopy. In the
wider field of optical design he is most wide-
ly known for his method of lens optimiza-
tion, which has had more influence on mod-
ern lens design than any other single
computational technique.

Charles Wynne first started work as a lens
designer in 1936, with the Taylor, Taylor and
Hobson (TT&H) company in Leicester. He
joined that company as a young graduate
almost by chance. He had gone to Oxford
University from the Wyggeston Grammar
School in Leicester with the aid of a scholar-
ship to Exeter College, but his undergraduate
life had been badly disrupted by tuberculosis.
He was at home convalescing when a relative
suggested that he might apply for a job in the
lens factory which was about half a mile
from his home. He did that and was recruit-
ed by Arthur Warmisham, who had designed
the world’s first zoom lens in collaboration
with the Bell and Howell company in Chica-
go a few years before. Lens design at that
time was a gruelling, numerically intensive
task, where the only tools were mechanical
calculators, trigonometric tables (purchased
in bulk because they wore out so quickly)
and the assistance of human “computers”. It
was in this arduous but flourishing environ-
ment that Charles Wynne had the opportuni-
ty to learn the lens designer’s trade.

Although Charles Wynne’s undergraduate
life had been badly disrupted by TB, it cannot
have been completely disrupted because it
was at Oxford that he first met his future
wife Jean Richardson. They were married in
1937 and had three children.

Charles Wynne worked for TT&H until
1943, and then moved to the Wray (Optical
Works) company in Bromley in Kent, where
he stayed until 1960. It was while he worked
for the Wray company that he first became
professionally involved with astronomical
optics, and where, at a very early date, he

was in the forefront of the deployment of
electronic computers in lens design and where
he developed his method of lens optimiza-
tion. His period with the Wray company was
marked by a prolific output of innovative
optical design work: significant improve-
ments to aerial reconnaissance and aerial sur-
vey camera lenses; an internationally respect-
ed suite of lenses for the Wrayflex camera
(Britain’s only full field of view, single lens
reflex camera); field correctors for the Palo-
mar 200 inch telescope (and then many other
telescopes); a remarkable f/0.71 camera
objective for the mass radiography pro-
grammes in the 1950s (giving particular satis-
faction to a former TB patient); a catadiop-
tric microscope objective; several catadioptric
astrographic camera objectives, and the many
lens designs required as grist in a busy opti-
cal company.

In 1960, on the strength of his astronomical
work, and his work on the computer-assisted
optimization of lenses, he was invited by
Patrick Blackett to join the long-established
Technical Optics Section at Imperial College
in South Kensington as the director of a

newly formed Optical Design Group. He
stayed in this post, teaching and doing
research until 1978. Notable lens design
work in this period was the design of the
doublet achromatic corrector plates that were
retro-fitted to the sibling Palomar and Anglo-
Australian 1.2 metre Schmidt cameras, and
the design of a unit magnification microlitho-
graphy objective for the printing of wide field
electronic microcircuit patterns.

In 1972, while still at Imperial College,
Charles Wynne joined two senior optical
master craftsmen from the Hilger and Watts
company, Harry Yates and Charles Pataky,
and three academic colleagues, Profs
Welford, Ring and Garton to form an optical
company under the aegis of Imperial College.
The purpose of this company, IC Optical Sys-
tems Ltd, was (and still is) to make specialist
optical instruments for mainly scientific
applications. He remained on the board of
this company until 1996 and was chairman
during the years 1975–88, during which time
he saw the company move outside the uni-
versity and become an independent commer-
cial concern.

In 1978 he retired from Imperial College to
take up a full-time post with the Royal
Greenwich Observatory to work on telescope
design and on the development of spectro-
graphs for astronomical applications. From
there he moved to the Institute of Astronomy
at the University of Cambridge in 1987,
where he remained in more or less full-time
scientific work until last year, when he sub-
mitted his last scientific paper for publica-
tion. This is on the aberrations of the 8 m
Gemini telescopes (a collaboration between
the UK and three other international part-
ners).

In addition to the hard core of optical
design work in industry and in academic
research, Prof. Charles Wynne held a
sequence of policy-making committee posts
as an honorary secretary with the Institute of
Physics from 1947 to 1966. He was also the
editor of the scientific journal Optica Acta
from 1954 to 1965. In 1970 he was elected to
the Royal Society as a Fellow. He received the
Thomas Young Medal of the Institute of
Physics in 1971, the Royal Astronomical
Society Gold Medal in 1979, the Rumford
Medal of the Royal Society in 1982, and in
1999 he was awarded the Conrady medal of
the International Society for Optical Engi-
neering (SPIE).

Charles Wynne died in Cambridge on 1
October 1999. He is survived by his wife Jean
and two of their three children.
Jonathan Maxwell.
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Charles Gorrie Wynne FRS
Fellow and Gold Medallist of the RAS, Fellow of the Royal Society; outstanding
optical designer for astronomy.
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